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ultimately the knight Sparhawk had come to own Bhellion, the mythical jewel of magic. With it,
he frees Queen Ehalana from the crystalline cocoon that preserves her life, yet Bhellion
incorporates hazards of its own. And now Sparkhawk is being stalked by way of a depressing
lurking risk that's basically the start of his troubles....
EDDINGS RE-READ: The Sapphire Rose, booklet 3 OF THE ELENIUMBecause we simply
don’t have sufficient to do, Alex, Joanne and i've made up our minds to re-read The Elenium
and The Tamuli trilogies by means of David (and Leigh) Eddings, and – partially to justify that,
The Sapphire Rose (The Elenium #3) in part simply because it’s enjoyable to check notes –
we’re running a blog a talk approximately each one book. We reply to one another within the
submit itself, yet you will discover Tehani’s put up over the following and Jo’s put up the
following if you’d prefer to learn the dialog occurring within the comments. Also, there are
spoilers!ALEX:Almost the first actual web page of this ebook has an Author’s Note, which says
that the spouse desires to write the dedication. And “since she’s liable for a lot of the work,”
he’s going to allow her. Why don’t you simply recognize the co-authorship, DUDE?JO:I don’t
see the ‘David Eddings’ at the covers any more. In my mind, it’s ‘David and Leigh’
:)TEHANI:Of course, while I first learn those I had no idea, yet given that discovering out, it’s
been an annoyance at any time when I picked up one of many books.Also, i feel this can be the
1st of the books the place we see a very intrusive breaking of the fourth wall by means of the
author/s? For example:The visual appeal of the detachment on the gate was, in Preceptor – ah,
let's imagine in its place Patriarch – Darellon’s words, disgraceful. (p. a hundred and fifty five of
my version).ALEX:The descriptions of Ehlana, who will get cured of the poison during this book,
are past horrid. There’s “overpowering femininity,” and girls being “notoriously adept” at
recognising such things as a hoop being an engagement ring (did I pass over that seminar?
How DO you inform ring is an engagement ring? How do i do know even if I’ve been stooged?).
Ehlana is insufferable boastful approximately “netting” Sparhawk. i'm going to admit that the
purpose approximately wavering among eager to flaunt her “womanly attributes” and eager to
disguise them is reasonable – or even perceptive – yet it’s surrounded by way of a lot URGH.
And I’d wish to say that I, for one, am joyful that Sparhawk attempted to get out in their
marriage. i do know that 17 years’ distinction doesn’t need to be a barrier, yet there's any such
distinction among the 2 of them.TEHANI:By the tip of this book, i used to be commencing to get
an uncomfortable feeling concerning the variety of The Sapphire Rose (The Elenium #3) very
younger women who turn into enthusiastic about older men. And Aphrael’s manipulation with
kisses is so much disturbing!JO:Oh certain that’s certainly a specific thing in those
books.ALEX:urgh.JO:And we meet Mirtai! Isn’t she a fascinating character? Super-strong,
super-warrior who's really satisfied to be a slave. In fact, she insists on it.TEHANI:Mirtai is this
sort of contradiction! no longer regularly intentionally at the author’s part, I think… This bit quite
obtained up my nostril in this reread though:Mirtai’s pores and skin had a specially unique
bronze tinge to it, and her braided hair was once smooth black. In a lady of standard size, her
positive factors may were thought of beautiful, and her darkish eyes, a little bit upturned on the
corners, ravishing. Mirtai, however, used to be now not of ordinary size. (p. 324 of my

version)SO. MUCH. WRONG. To begin, what the heck is “normal size”? And the “exotic”
bronze tinge of epidermis and “slightly upturned eyes”? ARGH!JO:I may still most likely go
away this dialogue for Domes of Fire, simply because there’s now not a lot Mirtai within the
Sapphire Rose.ALEX:Jo – certainly – yet yes, that exoticising is repellant. And the total ‘normal
size’ factor makes me cross-eyed.In the final e-book there has been the difficulty of being
‘misshapen’. I couldn’t aid yet become aware of that during this one, whilst the Pandions are
being domineering of the Elenian council, there’s the pederast Baron and Lenda and “the fats
man”. Does the fats guy ever get named? fats isn’t solely an evil factor like deformity is, in
those books – Platime is fats yet ways genius-ness at the council, Patriarch Emban is
particularly clever, and either one of them are reliable – yet it’s nonetheless continually
mentioned. There’s slightly a connection with Emban with out point out of his belly. And he
makes use of that typically – to defuse tension, for example – yet I’m nonetheless now not
totally ok with it.TEHANI:That’s fascinating though, simply because either Platime and Emban
are important, solid characters – no longer offered as dead or undesirable people, and so i
suppose I learn that as subverting the trope? even though there's Otha…JO:Even
notwithstanding Platime and Emban are sturdy and critical characters, their ‘fatness’ is pointed
out a lot. Like it’s a character trait.TEHANI:Very true.ALEX:Speaking of the council, i need to
claim my sympathy for Lycheas. He’s a dimwit and a pawn, yet absolutely he merits
sympathy.TEHANI:Oh, I disagree! He’s now not very shiny and he’s been led off track I
accept, yet i feel he knew he used to be doing wrong, and there have been instances he may
have selected one other path. He used to be as hungry for energy because the remainder of
them!ALEX:Hmm. Perhaps. How a lot selection did he have with a mom like that most likely
poisoning him from the start? (If we settle for the basis of the story.) … oh wait, does that shoot
my concept down, not less than somewhat, on condition that is maybe precisely the this is why
he’s hungry for power? Dang.JO:I imagine the Eddings set him as much as be disliked, and he
easily has no say within the matter. He’s continually portrayed as snivelling and pathetic and
stupid. He could or will not be hungry for power, it doesn’t matter. He’s there to be a lesser
baddy that everybody can glance down on and mostly threaten to kill.ALEX:You’re asserting
he’s only a narrative device? SAY IT AINT The Sapphire Rose (The Elenium #3) SO.A
relatively chilling a part of this novel is the utter loss of regard for the civilians in Chyrellos,
throughout the siege. It was once rather particularly disagreeable reading.JO:I locate the siege
so uninteresting i must say that by no means particularly me. The scene that does stick in my
brain is while Sparhawk and an unnamed soldier witness a lady dragged into an alley and
relatively evidently raped (though fortunately off camera). The soldier, crying simply because
she ‘could were his sister’ shoots the rapist. yet then the lady staggers out of the alley, sees
her not-quite-dead rapist, takes his dagger and violently finishes the task and steals his loot.
The soldier ‘retches’ and Sparhawk says “Nobody’s very civilised in these
circumstances”.This scene was once regularly a WTF second for me. when you think about
Sparhawk’s career, what approximately her activities lead them to ‘uncivilised’, exactly? He
does a lot worse issues to humans and is rewarded for them! Is it simply because she’s a
woman? Or simply because she’s no longer a Church Knight and it’s ok once they do it. Or
simply because she took the loot? I mean, seriously…?ALEX:Yes!! This!! i used to be so
indignant at that response from the lads – who're secure on such a lot of degrees from this type
of factor – getting all uppity approximately her taking revenge. I don’t like her doing it either, yet
I don’t just like the preliminary rape even more.I cried at Kurik’s funeral. now not at his dying –
that each one occurred too fast, i feel – but if I acquired to the funeral…well, i used to be happy

to be through myself. However, i'm nonetheless suspicious of the belief of Aslade being rather
so accommodating of Elys.JO:Kurik *sniff* :(TEHANI:And you know, none of that enterprise
rather makes sense. Kurik is portrayed as steadfast, loyal, ethical and very really upright (even
uptight?), so the very fact he cheated on Aslade (and their 4 sons, essentially) is, well, just a
little weird. It was once an invaluable option to have Talen very important to the group, I guess,
however the personality course is especially odd.ALEX:YES. additionally it makes adultery
thoroughly fine, which… i do know there are alternative ways of doing relationships than
‘conventional’ monogamy, and so on etc, yet no longer inside of THIS world’s framework –
every person else who does that's appeared severely. while Sparhawk and so on are all, “dude,
no worries! every person sleeps round sometime, The Sapphire Rose (The Elenium #3) the
wimmens is so beautiful we can’t aid it!”JO:YES from me too. by no means felt correct to me
for precisely these reasons.TEHANI:I do just like the approach the Kurik’s sons speak about
their “mothers” within the later books The Sapphire Rose (The Elenium #3) though. That said,
remembering I learn the Tamuli trilogy first, i used to be really definite Aslade and Elys were
either married to Kurik, the best way they're observed there!JO:Heh yes. i will imagine. even
though i used to be consistently pleased with Aslade and Elys for with the ability to The
Sapphire Rose (The Elenium #3) set aside their capability clash and simply get on with life. So
frequently the relationships among ladies are portrayed as bitchy, jealous, spiteful things. and
customarily its over the eye of a man. So I savour that they went down the other path.Actually,
within the Tamuli there are many extra examples of robust girl friendship too.TEHANI:Some
extra perpetuation of stereotypes here, too. during this case, the mood of the red-head:In
Delada’s case all of the cliches approximately red-haired humans looked as if it would apply.
The Sapphire Rose (The Elenium #3) (p. 282 of my version).JO:Yeah i assumed they obtained
a bit over excited with that!TEHANI:And what the heck is The Sapphire Rose (The Elenium #3)
that this little bit of elitism? Stragen says, Whores and thieves aren’t quite very stimulating
companions… (p. 410 of my version). Um, good Talen and Platime AND HIMSELF are thieves
and all awarded as fairly stimulating! The whores get a poorer presentation, yet still!ALEX:That
bit additionally made me very cranky. back with some of the best attitude.TEHANI:And this
lousy little bit of Ehlana characterisation:“Would you all brain too extraordinarily much?” The
Sapphire Rose (The Elenium #3) Ehlana requested them in a The Sapphire Rose (The Elenium
#3) little-girl kind of voice.YUCK! the lady is a queen, and completely in control of herself and
the ability she wields, but she inns to that (for no reason, anyway!)?! No! We talked a section
approximately this in a single of the sooner reviews, how The Sapphire Rose (The Elenium #3)
the ladies themselves are meant to be powerful, and there are a substantial amount of them,
that is nice, however the genuine presentation of them particularly undermines this at
times.JO:Yes! this can be what’s been frustrating me the entire time, and it merely will get
worse because the sequence is going on. Doesn’t topic how powerful a girl is, she nonetheless
lodges The Sapphire Rose (The Elenium #3) to hissy suits and theatrics or childishness to both
get what she wants, or primarily hold regulate of the ‘relationship’. Even Sephrenia does it
within the later books! It simply feels to me just like the books think that deep down, girls are
irrational children. OR that they are going to hotel to performing like them as a manner of
protecting their males in line.JO:Am I the one one that reveals Ehlana’s speech to the council a
little…difficult to believe. a lot of these supposedly hardened politicians/Patriarchs thoroughly
suckered in via her ‘divinely inspired’ speech? simply because she’s pretty, or something?
and since she ‘fainted’?TEHANI:I have this sort of diverse view of the Patriarchs to you! I
constantly learn ANY of these political gatherings as being a number of little boys simply

grabbing for power, not one of the “hardened” politicians at all! In fact, Eddings turns out to
have little or no appreciate for political platforms The Sapphire Rose (The Elenium #3) at all.
They’re all corrupt or useless!ALEX:I don’t imagine they’re intended to appear like that, yet
they typically do – and it’s one other factor that annoys me in regards to the Eddings portrayal
of religion, simply because it’s simply one other example of politics and back there’s rather a
lot uselessness and crafty and unpleasantness. Also, Ehlana manipulates them, and that i
imagine it manages to make her glance foolish – conniving and unsafe with the utilizing female
issues in risky methods – AND it The Sapphire Rose (The Elenium #3) makes the Patriarchs
glance foolish for falling for such obvious, female strategies. strategy to opt for insulting teams
there!JO:Last time I acknowledged that i discovered The Ruby Knight much faster-paced and
extra stress-free than I remembered. i must The Sapphire Rose (The Elenium #3) say the other
for The Sapphire Rose. Oh god i used to be so unwell of the siege by the point The Sapphire
Rose (The Elenium #3) it ended, and it looked as if it would take eternally to get to Zemoch. It
felt like rather a lot padding. simply spoil Azash already!TEHANI:Some very good examples of
Faran the human horse again:Faran made a different element of grinding his The Sapphire
Rose (The Elenium #3) steel-shod hooves right into a variety of very delicate locations at the
officer’s body.“Feel larger now?” Sparhawk requested his horse.Faran nickered wickedly. (p.
one hundred fifty five my version)JO:I may possibly summarise the plot back yet you most likely
don’t wish me to do this this The Sapphire Rose (The Elenium #3) time!They healing Ehlana.
She’s all grown up now and in love with Sparhawk. They ‘accidently’ get engaged. Off to
Chyrellos to prevent Annias being elected Archprelate. There’s a siege which works on forever.
Then Wargun and Ehlana ensue and the siege is over. Ehlana and Sparhawk get married. They
visit Zemoch with Bhelloim to kill Azash. It takes forever. They get to Zemoch. Kurik dies. Martel
dies. Otha and Annias die. Azash dies. Lycheas dies. Arissa kills herself. They go back to
Cimmura. Everything’s peaceful, yet kinda crappy, as the gods are shell-shocked by way of
Azash’s death. Danae happens. Eventually, Aphrael and everybody move on vacation trips and
spring returns.ALEX:Nice paintings there, Jo. i might add: Sparhawk and Ehlana get married
within the similar manner individual could purchase a horse; Martel dies yet everyone’s genuine
sad, simply because really he was once respectable and simply led astray, y’know? And
“Danae happens” signifies that a goddess is incarnate in a distinct racial family members and
that’s particularly kinda cool.JO:Heh, that’s awesome.TEHANI:Well, we’ve picked loads of nits
within the Elenium books, yet ultimate verdict at the first three? For me, i must admit I
nonetheless completely loved analyzing them, with grins and tears throughout, and the
comfortable blanket feeling of an previous favorite that also (mostly) holds up. even if there
have been certainly much more grimaces on the tough patches than while i used to be
younger!ALEX:I imagine i think primarily similar to you, Tehani. it truly is a hot comfortable
blanket… with moth holes and some scratchy bits… yet loads of love and thoughts preserving it
together.JO:Couldn’t agree more! i would snipe at them, yet I nonetheless love those books
and rereading them has been completely comforting. It additionally jogs my memory what i like
approximately analyzing and writing within the first place. It’s simply so a lot fun!
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